VL37, A Flagship Innovation Labs Company

*VL37, Inc*. is an early-stage startup in Cambridge, MA developing a new class of immune-stimulating therapeutics. We are interested in immune aging and are exploring therapy of cancer, autoimmune diseases, Infectious diseases and transplantation. VL37 was founded by VentureLabs, a unit of Flagship Ventures that has launched over 36 breakthrough companies including Seres Therapeutics, Symbiota, Pronutria, and Moderna Therapeutics.

We are looking for:

- a PhD level protein engineer
- a PhD level oncologist or immuno-oncologist
- a PhD level computational biologist
- two research assistants with experience in at least one of the following domains: cell culture, molecular biology, mouse models

If you'd like to learn more about a position at VL37, please email Chantal Kuhn, Senior Scientist at VL37 at ckuhn@vl37inc.com or connect with her on LinkedIn.